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Introduction:
     Human beings gain knowledge of the objective world through the five sensory organs. While the objects of perception are insentient, the mind is sentient and hence emotionally reacts to sensory perceptions in the form of likes and dislikes, joy and sorrow. Hence the mind is responsible for the troubles that beset human beings. The mind can be drastically changed to respond to the stimuli it receives through the techniques of yogic methods of enquiry. 
      Cognitive science is the interdisciplinary study of how information is represented and transformed in the brain. It consists of multiple research disciplines, including psychology, artificial intelligence,   philosophy, neuroscience, learning sciences, linguistics, anthropology, sociology and education 1. It spans many levels of analysis, from low-level learning and decision mechanisms to high-level logic and planning; from neural circuitry to modular brain organization.        
      Cognitive sciences often rediscover philosophical analyses painstakingly. A better policy to understand and model human consciousness and mental functions would be first to learn what philosophy (Eastern or Western) teaches us about human consciousness and mind in this regard, and then move on to experimentation and model–building within the scope of positive sciences. The aim of this research is to present such a possibility of using Indian spiritual and philosophical insight to model and understand the form, structure and functions of human consciousness and mind, and to provide as well necessary hints to develop software which would model the tasks of mind. This paper advances and discusses the nature (material as well as inhere), structure and scheme of human cognition and communication as available in Indian spiritual and philosophical insight. The scheme of cognitive and communicative processes during language acquisition and communication processes is also given.
     The Upanishads, The Bhagavadgita, The Shat Darsnas and the like are replete with many expressions which deal with human faculties and mental processes which can be used to understand and model human cognitive processes1-10.  Indian spiritual wisdom contained in the Upanishads, Advaita siddhanta, Shat Darshanas and similar texts is not necessarily theological but is also psychological and scientific The Upanishads are traditionally commented on as theological texts1. But Upanishads are also texts of science of mind2-9. Advaita and Dvaita concepts can be successfully used to understand the theory of human mental processes3-5. Atmajnana, the Upanishadic wisdom when interpreted from psychology and modern science point of view, yields a mine of information about phases of mind, states of mind and functions of mind3-9. The physical structure of mind and a model and possible theory of human cognition and language learning and communication processes can be presented when the ideas from Upanishadic wisdom, Advaita thought, Shat Darsanas and Sabdabrahma theory are clubbed6,7. As a continuation to this approach, vivartanam, the chief idea of Advaita thought about generation of maya from Atman and transformation of maya to form idam consisting of jiva, prapancham, jagat etc., and their modern scientific implications are presented from physics and electronics view and understanding.
    Saddarsanas (Nyaya, Vaiseshika, Samkhya, Yoga, Poorva Meemamsa, and Uttara Meemaamsa or Vedanta) are distilled expressions of the Upanishads, the texts of Buddhism, the texts of Jainism and related ancient Indian spiritual and philosophical texts. And are evolutionary products in nature, in advancing, and improving, substantiating, opposing, inducting, deducting contemplating    over earlier texts and are codifiers of Indian philosophical essence having implications and applications to cognitive science. 
    Nyaya provides rules for valid and agreed to means of cognition. Vaiseshika gives idea about the construction and constitution of cognition, description of cognition elements in terms of minute parts (anu). Samkhya provides identification of constituent elements of cognition, instruments cognition, types of cognition. Yoga provides understanding of cognition process and stalling and or control of cognition process. Poorva Meemaamsa discusses about cognition process and language acquisition and communication theories. Vedanta or uttara meemasa gives more comprehensive treatment of cognizing and cognized elements, instruments of cognition, phases or conscious states of mind, seven cognitive states, five functional states during which various cognitions and cognition-created and related happenings. Vyakarana gives idea of process of language acquisition and communication. This paper makes use of Vedanta, advaita philosophy and Sabdabrahma Siddhanta (Sphota Vada) essentially and sources from Saddarsanas and other related texts from all Indian traditions and schools of thought – spiritual as well philosophical.
    Ramabrahmam has8 delineated Upanishadic insight and presented human consciousness as a   physical entity and as non-dual (advaita) awareness representing and being the original or normal or natural or ground state of human mind as pure consciousness. Then the experience is bliss/peace/silence and self-consciousness is absorbed or got absorbed in pure consciousness. Consciousness is also experience when no cognitions or cognition-related experiences are in the awareness of mind. Experienced awareness is consciousness. Awareness of nothing within or without the body is consciousness. It is peace, bliss and silence. Mind is dual (dvaita) awareness. Knowing, perception, thinking, doing intellectual operations, discrimination, feelings, having moods, urges, intuitions, understanding, getting and having insight, experiences are functions of mind reflected as cognitions and communications through sense organs and action organs respectively in the four consciousness states of mind (see concept diagrams I and II).
     Cognition of objects is temporary. Atman or Purusha is the constituent cause (samavaayi kaarana). And contact of atman with manas is the auxiliary cause (asamavayei karana). The Self brings about cognitions when it is contact with manas.
Scheme of human mental acquisitions, functions and communications according to Upanishads and Samkhya and Yoga Philosophy:
     Vedanta is a comprehensive advancement of Samkhya -Yoga system of thought which included the twenty fifth element as Awareness or Consciousness.
The following sloka clearly demonstrates the sameness of prakruti, maya and anu.
naama roopa vinirmuktam yasmin samthisthate jagat
tam aahuhu prakrutim kechin mayam anye paretva cha anuun
Thus the material and instrumental cause for cognition is same though names are different.
    While mind is functioning, there will be a differentiated perception of knower-knowing-known or subject-verb-object, which will be missing and absent when non-dual (advaita) awareness or pure consciousness becomes unoccupied awareness 3-9 Experiencing or understanding or getting insight of verb is state of experience and then knower-known or subject-object are not attached to the verb. Verb will be in a present continuous form or infinite form depending on it is absorption of information or understanding cognition or experiencing cognition or urge (to express or do) or intuition (result of perception or instinct took form or genetic knowledge expressed through hormones or like them) or sense or meanings of utterances received or to be expressed 3-9.
    Vivartanam is the type of change that maya undergoes while sristi (creation of mental impressions) takes place, when sristi is in the awareness we are mentally functioning. When sristi is in the awareness a veil is formed on dristi and creates adhyasa.  According to Advaita thought only two mental situations are available for humans in the awareness of the Atman. The situations are nidra or sristi.  Nidra corresponds to the sushupti state of consciousness (Concept Diagram II). During this phase of mind, all mental functions cease to be in the awareness and maya, whose transformations these mental functions are, becomes nirvishaya suddha vasanaa pravaham. During this phase of mind maya does not bifurcate as divyam (jnana sakti) and swaram (prana sakti) as in jagrat and swapna conscious states and both sense and actions organs remain dormant and functionless3-9.
            All human learning, knowing, communication, perception, reasoning, experience, understanding and a state transcending these mental functions are the combined and simultaneous operation of Atman, maya, antahkaranas (inner mental tools), pancha pranas, sense organs and action organs3-5.  Mental functions take place as the inter-play of advaita (vishranta dristi-unoccupied awareness-pure consciousness) and dvaita (simultaneous presence of antarmukha dristi-awareness of within of the body and bahirmukha dristi- awareness of the without of the body.   Sense organs are activated by the antahkarana manas and this forms the baharmukha dristi- awareness of the without of the body.  During this awareness of mind tanmatras (object-energy forms) are sensed by sense organs through tuned manas. Perception is a construct from the inputs through sense organs and manas. Manas gives dristi or awareness, of without and within of the body concerning the sensing and sensed and created object-energy forms. 
     Like Vedanta Darsana, Sabdabrahma Siddhanta has advaita philosophy as its basis11-15. Advaita philosophy is an integrated psychology, which professes the sameness of the knower in both the self-conscious (jivatma) state and the Witness in the transcendent pure-conscious (paramatma) state with Being and Becoming in forward and reverse directions during the processes of Expression/Teaching and Knowing /Learning13. Brahma sat jagat mithya jivo brahmaiva na aparah- means What is present always is Brahman and jagat (which is moving or transient) is adhyasa and mithya (unreal); jiva is Brahman Itself, not different or separate.
      In Advaita (No Two or non-dual) state human mind possesses consciousness only. As Prajnanam, Atman gives Dristi to observe, be aware of and be conscious of understanding, meanings and senses of cognitions and cognition created experiences.  During advaita phase, no transformation of maya-no creation, transformation and functioning of antahkaranas (inner mental tools) takes place but the current of awareness is connected to sense organs and action organs which are ready to function but not in a functioning state.  In dvaita (two or dual) state of mind human mind exists as consciousness and awareness. Upanishads call consciousness as Aham and awareness of vasanas and prapancham as idam. The awareness, the manifestation of human mental functions is transitory and exists or ceases to be depending on the phase of mind. Awareness is present in Jagrat (Wakeful) and Swapna (dream) conscious states or phases of mind. In Jagrat Sushupti (Wakeful Sleep) or Sushupti (Deep Sleep) consciousness states or phases of mind awareness of mind as being intelligent to mental operations and doing mental functions will be absorbed in pure consciousness. In Wakeful Sleep conscious state awareness will be always on and mind functions if willed 1-7. We, humans learn, know, communicate, teach, perceive, think, experience, understand etc., when an interplay of wakeful , dream conscious states happen simultaneously making use of dual (dvaita) and non-dual (advaita) conscious states during which time maya, the reflected chit energy transforms reversibly to facilitate us to perform mental tasks. This two-way- forward and reverse transformation of maya- is technically known as vivartanam in advaita thought. In dual (dvaita) state of mind, sense organs and action organs are active and function forming mental operations and thus enable us to perform all mental functions with the help of inner mental tools (antahkaranas--manas, buddhi, chittam and ahamkaram) which are two-way transformations of maya4,5. The alternating and simultaneous rise and set of dual mental state and ever present non-dual consciousness give us cognizing, communicative and other mental abilities (see Concept Diagrams I to IV)
    Yoga Sutras compiled by Patanjali are store-houses of yogic method of enquiry. “Yogaha c hitta vritti nirodhaha” is the most famous yoga sutra of Patanjali. Even though Shaddarsanas are offshoots of the Upanishadic insight, they subtly differ in terminology and treatment of the subject-the subject being the study and understanding of origin, structure, function, control and cessation of mental activities as the vagaries of the mind and the methods to  rein in mind. Yogic methods of enquiry are the tools and techniques. During this process of enquiry – defined as dhyaanam arthabhaavanam (meditation or yogic method of enquiry as contemplation on the meaning of the mahavaakyaas and sutras) is followed and the contemplation is done using physics and electronics.
The famous Brahma Sutra – “saastra yonitvaat” states that all disciplines of knowledge have originated in the Atman or Brahman. Yoga Sutras use the word Purusha to signify the same. The word maya of the Vedantains corresponds to prakruti of yoga sutras. Thus maya and prakruti are one and the same and can be considered as chit or mental or psychic energy carriers. As mentioned earlier above as proposed by Ramabrahmam 2-9 Atman and maya and its transformations together constitute human consciousness. Maya undergoes vivartanam [forward (modulation) and reverse (demodulation) transformation or becoming of maya or pravanam or prakruti] and constitutes mental functions and cessation of such a vivartanam gives nirvishayavasuddhaasanaapravaaham.
Tasya vaaachakaha pranavaha – sutra states about transformation of prakruti and hence of maya which is nothing but reflected or virtual (mithya) chit or chidaabhaasa or pranavam. Our mental functions are a combined operation of Atman, maya, its bifurcation as jnaana sakti (divyam-ELECTRO-CHEMICAL) and  pranaasakti (swaram - MECHANICAL) and their transformations in forward and reverse directions using sense and action organs  Ramabrahmam6-9 (see also Concept Diagram I).  
Vritti and Nivritti:
     Vritti nama antahakarana parinamaha - vritti means transformation of inner-mental tools (antahakaranas). All our mental functions come under vritti. Nivritti means cessation of such transformation. Nivritti phase is same as Jagrat Sushupti conscious state of mind. This is the state of Atman or Brahman (Concept Diagram II).
     Thus Bhakti, Nivritti, Jagrat Sushupti, Nidra, all signify the cessation of mental functions and no vritti (antahakarana parinama) takes place during phase. Meditation is done to attain this state of mind. This state of mind is also known as Peace (Saantam), Bliss (Aanandam) or Silence (Maunam). We have different kinds of meditative processes to suit each mental make-up or individuality or ego or nature or method of enquiry10. One can choose one of them and practice to attain chitta vritti nirodha.
     Chitta vritti (Yoga Sutras) and chetovritti (Sivanandalahari) are one and the same. We can attain these by using sense organs and action organs diverting them from material world to spiritual world. Choosing a favorite deity and chanting His or Her name incessantly is one method when the chitta vritti becomes sattvagunabhooyistha. One can start this as first step even without rigorously following astaagayoga, as a preliminary step. Ordinary seekers can follow this method without recourse to studying books or practicing yama, dama etc. strictly. The result will be the same i.e., attainment of chitta vritti nirodha or peace of mind. Strict following of Astaangayoga anyway gives the required result. Chittavrittti nirodha state and chetovrittirupetya tistati state are one and the same. The first one is Yogamarga and the other is Bhaktimarga. Bhakti sthiti is also tatpara or taatparya sthiti or state of experiencing the meaning of the word, sight, smell, taste or touch known, perceived, understood and experienced. Tatpara Sthiti is Parmaatma or Paramapurusha sthiti. The same is Atmasthiti or Brahma sthiti. 
     By yogic methods of enquiry, like Yoga, Bhakti or Jnaana - contemplating, practicing, comprehending and experiencing such methods leads to chitta vritti nirodha and mental strength increases and anistabhaavaparampara (rise of unpleasant thoughts and feelings) can arrested and avoided. During chittavrittinirodha vivartanam of maya (pravanam or prakruti) does not take place. Ego merges itself in its source i.e, Atman. This ego-free or ego-transcending state is the result of chittavritti nirodha. Then we experience aananda the natural quality of purusha. Then aananda the personification of nirvishayasuddhavaasanaa pravaham becomes continuous and eternal that is exists in all the phases of or conscious state of mind as sruti and even if sristi is in dristi, (even though mental functions are taking place) we remain calm uninvolved in these mental functions. Ego will be shed and all happenings are witnessed as Saakshi transcending and uninfluenced by the associated happiness or sorrow and live efficiently with full mental alert non-attached but interested sufficiently for the smooth run of life. This state is compared in the Yoga Sutras to the unhindered flow of water once the farmer removes the obstacle in the fields. Thus we become the flow of unhindered bliss and peace and perform our duties efficiently and effectively.







 Vritti- antahakara parinama-energy transformation; Nivritti-Cessation of energy transformation
Eyes, ears, nose, tongue and skin are sense organs.* Movements related to hands, legs, vocal chords, reproductive organ and bowels are    action organs.  **Manas, Buddhi, Chittam and Ahamkaram are antahkaranas (inner mental toolshappening in Jagrat (wakeful) and swapna (dream) conscious states.  Sushupti – State of cessation of mental activities. Jagrat Sushupti – Pure Consciousness Bliss Peace
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COMPARISION OF HUMAN COGNITION AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND COMMUNICATION PROCESSES - YOGA AND BHAKTI
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TABLE IV B    
            MODES OF- BHAKTI AND VIBHAKTI
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BIO OSCILLATOR Generator of psychic energy pulses Advaita  Consciousness /Being
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Jnanendriyas – eyes (light), ear (sound), nose, tongue (chemical) and skin (mechanical and heat)-responses– Sense organS

ACTION/REACTION
ACCORDING TO SENSING, EXPERIENCE /VOLITION /UNDERSTANDING / PERCEPTION, THOUGHTS OR URGES

              Mind – the series of becoming (VRITTIS)- is a combined operation of all these

Source of mental energy/mental time-space Nivritti

ARCHITECTURE OF MIND AS EXPRESSED IN THE UPANISHADS

 MIND- Dvaita Awareness

SWAPNA      DREAM    DVAITA                                        
Mind is active. Sense organs are in dormant state.  Actions organs will be functioning if necessary. Meditation becomes one-pointed in this state. Anthramukha Dristi (awareness of within).Becoming.  Vritti.
Excited state of mind

JAGRAT   WAKEFUL   DVAITA







    WAKEFUL SLEEP
     ADVAITA   BHAKTI
 A series of ‘I -I’ pulses’ issue   and virtual energy transformation takes place 
Mind is active if willed.
Sense and action organs 
are   alert and ready to 
function. Through 
Meditation one reaches this state. State of Visranta Drishti, Bhakti Silence, Bliss,  Peace,
Unoccupied awareness, Pure Consciousness
Divine consciousness,
Real ‘I’ state etc.
Normal or ground or original or natural state of mind. Being.











Inner mental tools 
electro-chemical     mechanical                      


Sense Organs      Action Organs 

Outside world      Expressions  
-Sights, Sounds    Speech,                            
Tastes, Smells      Movements o                     
Touches                Hands, legs, 
                              Reproductive
                              Organ,
                               Bowels

       SUSHUPTI

      DEEP SLEEP

        ADVAITA
A series of ‘I-I’ pulses’ issue and
Mind  is in  absorbed state. No transformation of virtual metal energy. Sense   and
action organs are
not in functional 
state.  No awareness
of within  or without prapancham-cognitions) or
vasanas-cognition related or created remembrances.  
State of cessation of
Mental activities..
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